
1- What is an out-of-bound violation? 

2-What is a physical advantage violation? 

3 When a player’s wheelchair touches the boundary lines around the outside of the court, this violation is 

considered as an …………… . 

a. Physical advantage violation   b. traveling violation  c. out-of-bounds violation 

2- The opposite of the word Easy is  ……… . 

a. simple       b. good         c. hard      d. tender 

3- The meaning of the word Pace is ……….. . 

a. speed       b. pass        c. step         d. peace 

4- The most popular indoor sport in the United States is …………. . 

a. basketball    b. football    c. wheelchair basketball 

d. Hockey 

5- The opposite of the word heavyweight is ………. . 

a. heavy    b.  Small   c. lightweight  d. extra-weight 

6- Wheelchair basketball players depend on their …………… to play. 

a. Lower bodies     b.  Upper bodies c. heads  d. legs 
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1- To bite back one’s tongue means to …………… . 

a. talk   b. keep quiet     c. argue      d. leave 

2- The boy didn’t want to play in the local tournament because they have ……… . 

a.American rules    b. Spanish rules      c. Asian rules    d. Chinese rules 

3- The boy played in the park against a man called ………… . 

a. Vincent      b. Lau Po       c. Stan         d. Jack 

4- When a person wins a game of chess, he or she says : 

a. Captured men           b. check             c. lose          d. die 

5- The opposite of the word Avoid  is ………. . 

a. connect    b. arrange   c. confront  d. get away 

 

6- The word Slit means ………….  . 

a. burn     b.  cut     c. cheat       d. fry 



7- The synonym of the word Humility is …….. . 

a. Pride    b. Modesty    c. challenge    d. Shame 
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1- Detectives concentrate on …………… . 

a. Providing protection   b. gathering information     c. catch thieves      d. investigating 

2- Private detectives and investigators obtain information by interviewing …………… . 

a. Criminals  b. witnesses   c. thieves d. shop keepers 

3- The word Aggressive means ………… . 

a. strong      b. weak       c. lazy         d. friendly a. 

4- Private detectives and investigators get their cases from: 

a. Only clients  b. clients and their managers        c. only their managers           d. none of the following a. 
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1- the word literate  means …………… . 

a. Someone who’s educated b. not educated     c. not learning     d. critic 

2- the word vary means . 

a. Different things b. one thing c. wanted person d. impossible 

3- the opposite of the word literate is : 

a. illiterate       b. educated     c. oppose      d. critic 

4- A country in which  an immigrant lives is a 

a .alley country      b. host country   c.  native country    d.   neighbor 

 

5- (ESL) srtands for 

a.English as a static language    b. English as First language  c. English as a second language  d.  English as 

a superior  language 

 

6- in 1998,a law was passed in California that made bilingual education 

a.legal       b.illegal   c.accepted   d. obvious 


